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Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Involvement with Aviation Industry

ORNL
n Is one of the Department of Energy’s multidisciplinary labs

] Basic science, engineering, and technology
] Advancing and applying technology to support other federal agencies and

U.S. industry

n Has established and broken ground for a National Transportation
Research Center

n Is a charter member of the National Safe Skies Alliance
] Develop, test, and evaluate new safety or security technology

n Is supporting FAA’s Office of System Safety under a IA via DOE to
develop and apply advanced techniques for analyses of

] Aviation accident/incident precursors
] Automated aircraft and ATC system data
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Supporting FAA in
Identifying Precursors

n Objective: Demonstrate feasibility and value of structuring aviation
event sequences

n Methodology: Apply/adapt techniques used by ORNL to construct event
sequences to support analyses of events at commercial
nuclear plants

n ORNL integrally involved in development and application of data system
and analytical methods

] U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

] U.S. Department of Energy
] U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board
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Design of Integrated Approach for
Safety Analysis
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Key Elements in Identifying
Safety-Significant Issues

n Structured Analyses of Incidents—Objectives

] Represent “evaluated, engineering-based information”
] Consistent structuring/encoding of incidents
] Provide information to conduct varied analyses
] Make information available to all parties to leverage collective efforts

n Structured Analyses of Incidents—Implementation

] Reduce information to encoded, searchable sequences
] Accommodate both component/system failures and personnel errors
] Establish a set of encoding conventions for consistency
] Access by cross section of users via intuitive interface
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Project Approach for Demonstrating
Use of Sequences for Aviation Events

n Take advantage of work for NRC
] Replicate data system
] Apply similar methodology for constructing sequences and encoding of

events

n Reviewed several coding systems and taxonomies Z adapting NTSB
data base codes for systems and components

n Selected initial set of 50 events from NTSB data base  Z assess
flexibility of our approach across events type

] CFITs
] Loss of control
] Landing, takeoff, and cruise phases of flight
] Ground (taxi and standing)
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Six Building Blocks Are Used to
Structure Incident Assessments
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Development of Sequences—
Incident Matrix
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Example Accident Description
(Data Source:  NTSB Aviation Accident/Incident Database)

Narrative:

Captain initiated takeoff on Runway XX that was covered with patches of ice and snow.  Before
receipt of 80-knot call from 1st officer, airplane began to veer to left, then went off left side of
runway colliding with signs and electric transformer.  Investigation showed Captain had
overcontrolled nosewheel steering through the tiller, then applied insufficient or untimely
right rudder inputs to effect recovery.  Captain abandoned attempt to reject takeoff, at least
temporarily, by restoring forward thrust before airplane departed runway.  Number 4 engine
struck concrete structure and right wing landing gear and nose gear collapsed.  Captain did
not order emergency evacuation and passengers were evacuated in orderly manner.  One flight
attendant received serious injuries.

Probable Cause:

Captain’s failure to reject takeoff in timely manner when excessive nosewheel steering tiller
inputs resulted in loss of directional control on slippery runway.  Boeing 747 slippery runway
procedures developed by airline and Boeing as well as inadequate fidelity of B-747 flight
training simulators contributed to this accident.  Captain’s reapplication of forward thrust
contributed to severity of runway excursion and damage to the plane.
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Sequence Coding of Example

Occurrence
ID

Parent
ID Cause

System/Personnel
Activity

Component/Type
of Personnel Effect

1 0 Weather Airport Runway Snow-covered/ice
2 0 Improper review Administrative control Airline Inadequate procedure
3 0 Improper review Administrative control Airframe mfg Inadequate procedure
4 0 Improper review Administrative control Airframe mfg Inadequate training
5 1 Resultant Landing gear system Nose gear Slipped
6 2,3,4,5 Resultant Flight crew Pilot in command Misoperation-takeoff
7 6 Resultant Landing gear system Nose gear Overcontrolled
8 7 Resultant Flight crew Pilot in command Loss of control on takeoff
9 2,3,4,8 Improper decision Flight crew Pilot in command Failure to reject takeoff

10 9 Improper decision Flight crew Pilot in command Misoperation—rudder/thrust
11 10 Resultant Aircraft Total system Runway excursion
12 11 Resultant Aircraft Engine assembly Damage/impact
13 11 Resultant Landing gear system Nose gear Collapsed
14 11 Resultant Landing gear system Main gear Collapsed
15 11 Resultant Flight crew Flight attendant Injury
16 10 Resultant Flight crew Pilot in command Aborted takeoff
17 16 Resultant Public Passenger Normal evacuation

Aircraft Make/Model: Boeing 747-136 Phase of Flight: Takeoff
Event Type:  Accident Operator Name: XXXXX
Aircraft Damage: Substantial Airport Name: YYYYY
Injury Severity: Serious Date of Incident: DDMMYY
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Linking Individual Occurrences Into
Sequences for Example Event
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Linking Individual Occurrences Into
Sequences for Example Event (cont’d)
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Type of Analyses Supported
by Event Sequences

n Identification of precursors to accidents found in incidents

n Input for conducting operational PRAs

n Trending of equipment/human performance

n Detailed searching of cause-system-component-effect identities

n Quick characterization of “drivers” for given types of problems

n Common cause analysis
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What Is An Accident
Sequence Precursor?

n Incident involving important elements of accident sequences of interest
] An initiating event, coupled with one or more postulated failures, that could have

resulted in the accident of interest (AI)
] Observed failures, coupled with one or more postulated failures or events, that

could have resulted in AI

n Accident sequence precursor analysis amenable for various phases of flight
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Current Status of Project and
Preliminary Observations

Status:
n Encoded 20 of 50 events
n Developed data system/data structures
n Developed Code Book for capturing event details

Observations:
n Methodology for structuring sequences applicable to aviation events

including various phases of flight and operation
n Aviation events involve more opportunities for human interaction

with the “aviation system”
n Sufficient detail in most NTSB data base reports to support this

approach
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Next Steps—Feasibility Study
and Beyond

n Complete feasibility study
] Interact with FAA staff on events coded to date
] Finish coding of 50 events
] Demonstrate analyses capability
] Document results

n Further analyses and characterization of 50 events
] Can one correlate important aspects identified by NTSB in this data system?
] Identify key sequences (risk, important to safety)

n Develop broader set of key sequences for identifying precursors
] Screen incidents as reported
] Input for models for simplified PRA analysis

n Code additional, selected incidents or accidents


